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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Based on the frequency-domain analog-to-digital conversion (FD ADC), this work builds a 

low-complexity sequential searcher for robust symbol synchronization in a 4x4 FD multiple-

input multiple-output orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) modem. 

The proposed scheme adopts a symbol-rate sequential search with simple cross correlation 

metric to recover symbol timing over the frequency domain. Simulation results show that 

the detection error is less than2%at signal-to noise ratio (SNR) 5 dB. Performance loss is 

not significant when carrier frequency offset (CFO) 100 ppm. Using an in-house 65-nm 

CMOS technology, the proposed solution occupies 84.881 k gates and consumes 5.2mW at 

1.0 V supply voltage. This work makes the FD ADC more attractive to be adopted in high 

throughput OFDM systems. 
 

 

Index Terms 

 

Frequency-domain analog-to-digital conversion (FD ADC), multiple-input orthogonal 

frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), sequential search, symbol synchronization, symbol 

timing. 

 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Symbol synchronization is one of the essential processes to correctly detect symbol 

boundary in wireless packet-based receiver. The incorrect boundary disarranges the 

amplitude as well as the phase of the received signal. Moreover, it causes the error position 

of FFT windows within orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols, 

introducing inter symbol and interference (ISI) and significant performance degradation 

during data demodulation. To guarantee the system performance, the reliability of symbol 

synchronization is therefore critical to OFDM-based systems.  

 

By exploiting the known structure of the preamble or the cyclic prefix a number of 

methods for OFDM symbol synchronization have been proposed in the literature. The 

autocorrelation-based method is presented to find the peak of correlation between the 
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previous and current received symbols. The implementation is rather simple but the 

correlation peak of the timing metric exhibits a plateau which causes large variance for the 

timing estimator. The cross-correlation method uses a ―clean‖ copy of the preamble to form 

a matched filter which is applied to the received symbol. In spite of the advantage of more 

accurate timing detection, more sensitive to the carrier frequency offsets and higher 

implementation complexity of the matched filer are the main drawbacks. The double 

correlation metric is presented to develop a reliable frequency and time synchronization 

scheme. However, its complexity is also doubled. Although those correlation-based methods 

mentioned above are suitable for hardware implementations, the performances are easily 

affected by multipath fading. To overcome this limitation, the generalized Akaike 

information criterion (GAIC) and are presented to jointly estimate the channel order and 

establish the symbol timing. Both of the two method provide a pretty good performance 

when signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 10 dB. However, the two methods are more complex 

than the correlation-based methods. 

 

Recently, frequency-domain (FD) analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) has been 

reported to relax the ADC requirements for high sampling rate OFDM systems. Due to the 

lower sampling rate, FD ADC is more tolerant to the front-end distortions, e.g., clock jitter, 

carrier frequency offset, and phase noise. However, the FD ADC directly outputs the 

frequency coefficients to baseband which makes the existing symbol synchronization 

methods failed due to their sample-by-sample processing nature. Therefore, the object of 

this work is to provide robust symbol synchronization to support multiple- input-multiple-

output (MIMO-OFDM) modems using FD-AD architecture that are capable of IEEE 802.11 

a/n/ac. Fig. 1 displays the block diagram of this work. All of the processes of the proposed 

sequential searcher are run at symbol rate over the frequency domain. In order to 

overcome insufficient performance of cross-correlation methods, the proposed searcher 

searches global optimal symbol boundary over multiple preambles. To the best of our 

knowledge, so far no existing FD symbol synchronizer has been built for FD-ADC 

approaches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Block diagram of FD-ADC-based OFDM receivers. 
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This paper is organized as follows. System assumptions are described in Section II. The 

proposed symbol-rate sequential searcher is addressed in Section III. Performances are 

presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V presents our conclusions. 

 

 

SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS 
 
 

The packet structure is assumed to contain several preambles without any guard interval 

(GI) in the packet header. The preamble and its cyclic shift versions have good 

autocorrelation and low cross-correlation with other shift versions. Let the preamble be 

defined as c  c[0],c[1],…….c[L-1] with L samples length. Then, the baseband-equivalent 

model of the preamble is given by 

 

 

 

Where   denotes continuous time convolution, π (t) is a rectangular pulse function,Ts is the 

sample period of preambles, and fT is the transmission shaping filter. The duration of one 

preamble is Tp = L Ts. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Definitions of data patterns: (a) TX preamble patterns and (b) FD signal vectors and 

an estimated example of 𝜆 = L-2 in RX. 
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At the receiver, the baseband analog time-domain (TD) signal is given by 

 

 
 

 

where fCFO is the carrier frequency offset, w(t) represents additive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN), fR(t) is the lowpass equivalent receiver filter response, and h(t) is the channel 

response of multipath frequency-selective fading. FD ADC transforms a segment of 

continuous time-domain received signal into a vector of digital frequency coefficients 

by  

 

 
 

 

Where n= 0…… N-1, Rq ≜ [R0,R1….RN-1]
T is the frequency coefficient vector with the 

frequencies of  𝐹𝑛 0 𝑁 − 1 , Tc can be equal to the whole preamble period Tp or a segment of 

preamble, i.e., Tc = Tp /M. The segmentation approach decreases the required number of N. 

To simplify the following derivations, Tc and N are still assumed to be equal to the preamble 

period  Tp and the number of preamble samples L, respectively. 

 

 

III. SYMBOL-RATE SEQUENTIAL SEARCHER 

 

 

A. Low-Complexity Sequential Search 

 

A sequence of K frequency coefficients vectors, R0, R1,….RK-1, is obtained by FD ADC 

consecutively with the segment duration of TP. The proposed searcher recovers accurate 

symbol timing by searching R0, R1,….RK-1 of k received preambles sequentially. A search 

path corresponding to R0, R1,….RK-1 is defined as ρ  e0, e1,…. eK-1 where the path element 

eq ≤q<K , is the detection result of symbol boundary index corresponding to the qth  

frequency coefficients vector Rq. The detection of eq can adopt cross-correlation values 

between Rq and the frequency responses of preamble and its delay versions. Let λ be the 

delay of preamble samples. Then, the frequency response of the preamble with λ delays can 

be represented by N-dimensions vector form as Cλ, where λ = 0 ,….. L-1 is the shift offset of 

time-domain samples. Cλ is obtained from the Fourier series of Cλ(t), where Cλ(t) can be 

viewed as the cyclic shift version of c(t) with λTs period. To make a clear understanding, a 

TX example of different Cλ and a RX case of estimated Cλ =L-2 are illustrated in Fig. 2(a) 

and (b), respectively. According to FD-ADC techniques, the cross-correlation Ф(q,λ) 

between each Rq and each preamble pattern Cλ is given by 
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where ∆Fc = 1/Tp ,(.)* means the complex conjugate operator, and Cλ* can be pre 

calculated and pre stored in the memory.  

 

Since any two (time) segments used for obtaining Rq+1and Rq are consecutive in time 

domain, it means that the detection result of Rq+1 should be consistent with that of Rq. 

Therefore, the allowable search path should be in compliance with the following constraint 

(the first constraint C1) 

 

C1: eq+1 is equal to eq , 0 ≤ q < K. 

 

Based on the criteria of correlation value of each preamble pattern, the two additional 

constraints are developed to prevent the following two issues:  

1) reduce the number of search paths for calculating the path metric and  

2) avoid local maximum (maximum correlation metric of 

one certain segment) to dominate the global maximum (maximum total path metric). To 

limit the path elements to be the preamble patterns with top- Z largest correlation values, 

the second constraint is defined as follows: 

 

 
 

where λ is the pattern index with Zth (Z<L) largest correlation values in qth segment. In 

order to find the preamble patterns which are larger than a threshold of the largest cross-

correlation value, the third constraint is given by 

 

 
 

where λ is the pattern index with maximum correlation value in qth segment.C2 and C3 can 

be combined into a confidence function as 

 
 

Then, each pair (eq,eq+1) in the allowable path needs to satisfy the condition of 

 

C1 is true and conf(q,eq) = 1 

                                                and conf(q+1.eq+1) 

 

The corresponding path metric Ψ(ρλ’)  for a survivor path (ρλ’Є A) is defined as 

 

 
 

As a result, the pattern index of the allowable path leading to the path metric maximum is 

the final detection result, which can be calculated by 
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where A is the search set of the allowable paths. Once the λ is calculated, the timing error 

Terror between the initial time of current received segment and the correct symbol starting 

time of the corresponding preamble can be obtained by Terror = 𝜆Ts. Then, FD ADC can be 

gated with Tp-Terror to correctly transform the received signals into the frequency domain. 

 

 

B. VLSI Implementation 
 

Based on symbol-rate processes, the hardware elements of the proposed searcher can be 

implemented and reused efficiently. The gated clock is applied to revise symbol timing 

correctly as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 illustrates the shared architecture of the proposed 

method, which has been adopted in a 4X4 FD MIMO-OFDM modem to meet IEEE 

802.11a/n/ac specifications—the number of short preambles is 10 and each preamble has 

16 samples. There are six major modules:  

1) look up table (LUT);  

2) registers banks;  

3) cross-correlator unit;  

4) sorter; 

 5)candidate filter;  

and 6) constraints checker.  

 

The LUT is implemented by ROM, which stores the preamble patterns (frequency responses 

of ideal preamble with different delays). To avoid the register overhead, the shared 

registers banks are used to replace the internal registers in the sorter, candidate filter, and 

constraints checker. There are 21 registers per registers bank, dominated by constraints 

checker. Each register inside the bank needs to save a triple unit including delay index, 

correlation results and confidence value. The cross-correlator unit includes four correlation 

banks to process the received signals from four received antennas. With hardware sharing, 

each bank only adopts four complex multipliers to perform correlations between each 

frequency domain received signal vectors and one of the preamble pattern pre stored in 

LUT. In the MIMO case, the correlation results of four data flows are accumulated to 

maximize the receiving gain and to merge the later process into one data flow. When a 

correlation value of certain preamble pattern is obtained, the sorter records the correlation 

value into the registers and performs reordering of the register values immediately. After 

the correlation results of all preamble patterns are recorded and reordered in the registers 

banks, the candidate filter decides the confidence value of each preamble pattern and saves 

only the correlation information of preamble patterns which have the largest top-seven 

correlation values into the registers banks. The constraints checker collects the correlation 

information of current and next time segment from registers, and then finds the survivor 

paths by checking the validation of the combination of current and next segments. The 
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survivor path which has the maximum correlation summation is used to calculate the 

symbol boundary. 

 

 
 

Fig.3. VLSI architecture of the proposed sequential searcher used in the 4X 4 FD MIMO-OFDM modem 

(top left, bottom-left are the detail structures of cross correlation unit, sorter, and constraint-check 

engine). 

 

 

The bottleneck of our sequential searcher is the cross-correlation between the received 

signals and all preamble patterns. The allowed processing latency of the cross-correlator 

unit is 800 ns (the duration of each time segment). For a full parallel correlator at 20-MHz 

clock rate, each bank needs 16 complex multipliers to meet the processing latency. To 

reduce the hardware cost, four complex multipliers per bank shared at 80-MHz (4x) clock 

rate are built in Fig. 3 (top-left). The overhead of power consumption at 4x clock rate can 

be omitted since the symbol synchronization is only activated within a very short period 

(three preambles) of whole packet. Based on the 80-MHz clock rate, one sorter can be 

further reused efficiently as exploited in Fig. 3 (bottom-left). Unlike the general sorter sorts 

the input elements simultaneously, the correlation values is inputted into sorter serially at 

the symbol rate (800 ns). The sorter can sort one element each time when the input 

correlation value is updated. Consequently, only 16 comparisons, supported via 4 

comparators at 80 MHz, are required in sorting. Due to Z=7, the constraints checker needs 

to adopt seven parallel engines to make the processing latency meet specifications. The 

detail structure of a constraint-check engine is presented in Fig. 3 (top-right). The proposed 

design is then implemented by Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 65-

nm one-poly six-metal layer (1P6M) CMOS technology. The total gate count is 84.881K to 

occupy 76.336 um
2
 and to consume 5.2 mW at 1.0-V supply voltage and 80-MHz clock rate. 
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The cross-correlator unit occupies 70.35% of total gate count and the three modules of 

sorter, constraints checker and candidate filter only need 14.89%. A 640-byte ROM, applied 

in LUT, requires 2.4% of total gate count. 

 

TABLE I 

COMPARISONS OF SYMBOL SYNCHRONIZATION METHODS 

 

 
 

 

C. Complexity 

 

The computation complexity is evaluated by big-O notation of numbers of complex 

multipliers, as compared in Table I. The ML algorithms using at most two preambles to 

jointly estimate both channel and symbol timing derive the highest computation complexity 

O(L2(L+b)). The proposed method (for K=3) must perform three times cross-correlations 

with L preamble patterns, where each correlation needs L complex multiplications. 

Therefore, the computation complexity is O(3L2). By utilizing one additional preamble with 

simpler detection metric in sequential search, the proposed approach can achieve almost 

the best performance with the lowest computation complexity. VLSI implementations of the 

proposed searcher and other three works are also summarized in Table I, where the 

normalization of fabrication technology and preamble length is adopted. Based on symbol-

rate processes, hardware elements are more efficiently reused in the proposed 

implementation. Hence, our work is the lowest cost in terms of (normalized) area, cell and 

gate count from Table I. In spite of low complexity in computation and implementation, the 

cost of one additional preamble is required for the proposed solution. 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 

 

To reveal the feasibility in OFDM systems, our simulations are ported to IEEE 802.11a (SISO 

OFDM) and IEEE 802.11n/ac (4x4 MIMO OFDM). The default settings of the proposed 

sequential searcher are L=16, Z=7,K=3. The performance criterion of boundary detection 

errors is 2%. 
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Fig.4. Error probability of symbol synchronization in IEEE SISO and MIMO frequency-selective fading 

with a CFO of 40 ppm (typical CFO of IEEE 802.11 series is ±20 ppm). 

 

 

Fig. 4 plots the synchronization performance of the proposed method in the IEEE suggested 

channel models (IEEE fading model, IEEE TGn model [20]). The simulation results indicate 

that the required SNRs of the acceptable performance criterion are below 4 dB for all cases 

of search length k=3. For k=5, that gains 1.5–2.7 dB in both 11a and 11n/ac cases. Due to 

the diversity gain, the required SNR of 4X4 MIMO OFDM is much lower than that of SISO 

OFDM. The simulation results show that the proposed method can work robustly at low SNR 

for WLAN applications. Fig. 5 gives the simulation results of different frequency offsets 

based on the acceptable performance criterion. The results indicate that our performance 

only degrades 1% in the carrier frequency offset (CFO) range of ±100 ppm—this method is 

significantly tolerant to CFO to make initial synchronization easier and more flexible. The 

probability of synchronization failure with 0.5-dB SNR loss, denoted as Pf (0.5) is adopted to 

compare with other solutions. In Fig. 6, the ML methods [8], [9] and the proposed method 

have similar performances from medium to high SNRs (10≤SNR≤30). Although the double 

correlation method [6] has a comparable complexity, it cannot gain a good improvement 

when SNR≥ 10 dB. When 0≤SNR<10, the proposed method is the most robust than others. 
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Fig. 5. Error probability with different CFOs in IEEE and TGn frequency-selective 

fading with 50-ns and 100-ns RMS delay spreads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Performance comparisons of Pf (0.5) in channel II [9]. 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The contributions of this work are to design and implement a symbol-rate sequential 

searcher to support FD-ADC techniques. Searching with simple cross-correlation metric over 

multiple preambles, this method is significantly tolerant to CFO and works properly at low 
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SNR to make initial synchronization easier and more flexible. By using symbol-rate 

processes, the hardware sharing successfully accomplishes low-complexity implementations. 

The main cost of the proposed searcher is to require one additional preamble. Hence, this 

work is attractive to very high throughput (VHT) wireless LAN [21] and Multi-Gbps WPAN 

[22] specifications using FD-ADC techniques. 
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